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The day–night task requires saying “night” to a picture of the sun and “day” to a picture of the moon. In this investigation of why young children fail at this task, systematic variations of the task were administered to 96 children, half 4 years old and half 4½ years old. Training children on the strategy of chunking the 2 rules into 1 (“say the opposite”), thus reducing memory load, did not help their performance. What helped was reducing the inhibitory demand by instructing them to say “dog” and “pig” (not “night” and “day”) even though memory of 2 rules and inhibiting saying what the pictures represented were still required. Here the response to be activated and the response to be inhibited were unrelated. When the correct response was semantically related to, and the direct opposite of, the to-be-inhibited response, children performed poorly. Inserting a delay between stimulus and response helped even though that delay was filled with distraction. Young children apparently need several seconds to compute the answer on this task. Often they do not take the needed time; when forced to do so, they do well.

It is a well-replicated finding that children 3–4 years of age have great difficulty guiding their actions by rules held in mind that require acting contrary to their inclinations. For example, they perform poorly on the day–night task (Gerstadt, Hong, & Diamond, 1994), which requires that they hold two rules in mind (“Say ‘day’ to black/moon cards. Say ‘night’ to white/sun cards.”) and resist the temptation to say what the stimuli really represent. Children 3–4 years of age also perform poorly on the tapping task (Diamond & Taylor, 1996; Luria, 1966), which requires that they remember two rules (“Tap once when the experimenter taps twice. Tap twice when the experimenter taps once.”) and inhibit the tendency to mimic the experimenter’s actions. They perform poorly on the three pegs task (Balmaore & Woźniak, 1984), which requires that they remember the sequence in which they should tap three pegs (red-green-yellow) and inhibit the tendency to tap the pegs in the order in which they have been placed in the pegboard (red-yellow-green). Children 3–4 years of age also have difficulty in delay-of-gratification paradigms (Mischel & Mischel, 1983), in which they must (a) remember that if they wait they will receive a better reward and (b) inhibit the temptation to not wait and to reach immediately for the available, but lesser, reward. Most 3-year-olds, and many 4-year-olds, are unable to switch sorting dimensions in the standard condition of Zelazo’s card sorting task (Kirkham, Cruess, & Diamond, 2000; Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996), which requires that they remember the currently relevant dimension and its associated set of rules plus inhibit the pull to attend to the previously correct dimension.

A major difference between a child in Piaget’s “preoperational” stage (3–4 years) and one in the “concrete operations” stage (5–7 years) is that the older child can simultaneously hold more than one thing in mind and inhibit the strongest response of the moment. For example, children 4 years of age fail tests of liquid conservation. They do not attend to both height and width. They attend only to the most perceptually salient of the two dimensions. They also fail tests of perspective taking, in which they must hold more than one perspective in mind and inhibit the tendency to give the most salient response (the one corresponding to their own perspective).

Furthermore, theory-of-mind and false-belief tasks (e.g., Perner, Leekham, & Wimmer, 1987) can also be thought of as tests of working memory and inhibitory control: The child must hold two ideas in mind about the same situation (the true state of affairs and the false belief of another person) and inhibit giving the answer he or she knows to be true in favor of reporting the knowledge of another (Carlson, Moses, & Hix, 1998). In other words, 3–4-year-old children respond to questions about another person’s perspective by stating their own perspectives. By 5 years of age, they can answer those questions correctly.

Why is it that preschoolers have difficulty with such tasks? Is it because they have trouble remembering what they are supposed to do, or is it because they have trouble stopping themselves from making the most salient response? Under what conditions can
4-year-old children succeed in holding rules in mind and inhibiting a dominant response? In this study we investigated these questions, focusing on one of the experimental paradigms mentioned above, the day–night task.

Background on the Day–Night Task

The day–night task was designed to investigate children’s ability to act according to remembered instructions that require inhibiting a prepotent response tendency. Gerstadt and colleagues (1994) originally called the task the “Stroop-like day–night task” because, like the Stroop task (MacLeod, 1991; Stroop, 1935), it requires that one act according to remembered instructions and inhibit a prepotent response. In the Stroop task, the response that must be inhibited is the strong tendency to attend to the meaning of words and to ignore surface characteristics, such as the color in which the words are printed. The Stroop task requires that one do the opposite and say the color of the ink rather than read the word (i.e., the correct response to the word red printed in red ink would be “red”).

Children 3½–4½ years old find the day–night task extremely difficult; for children 6–7 years old, it is trivially easy (Gerstadt et al., 1994). Passler, Isaac, and Hynd (1985) administered a similar, though slightly easier, variant of the task that required children to recognize the correct answer instead of recalling it. They found that children 6 years of age performed at ceiling, consistent with the excellent performance of children that act on the day–night task.

The reason that younger children fail the day–night task is not that they have difficulty holding two rules in mind, because they perform splendidly if instructed to say “day” to one abstract design and “night” to another (Gerstadt et al., 1994). This abstract-designs condition still requires learning and remembering two rules, but it does not also require inhibiting the tendency to say what the stimuli really represent because the abstract designs do not represent anything in particular.

Predictions

If age-related improvements in performance on the day–night task are charting the development of the ability to exercise inhibitory control (i.e., if immature inhibitory control is at least part of the reason why children 4 or 4½ years old fail the task), then reducing the inhibitory requirement should help 4- and 4½-year-old children succeed. The abstract design variant of the task provided evidence consistent with that prediction (Gerstadt et al., 1994). The present investigation provides another test of that prediction. Unlike the abstract design variant, the black/moon and white/sun cards were retained here, but the response options were changed. Instead of saying “day” to the moon and “night” to the sun, children were instructed, for example, to say “pig” to the moon and “dog” to the sun. This reduced the demand on inhibitory control because the correct responses (“dog” and “pig”) were not semantically related to the responses to be inhibited (“day” and “night”). We predicted that more children would succeed. The memory demand, of course, remained the same.

Gerstadt and colleagues (1994) observed that some children 5–7 years old spontaneously reported collapsing the two lower order rules in the day–night task into a single higher order rule (“say the opposite”). No younger children ever reported doing that. It is possible that older children performed better on the day–night task than younger children because older children simplified the task for themselves, reducing the number of rules that had to be held in mind from two to one. In the present investigation we explored that possible explanation by instructing all children in one condition to “say the opposite” to each card. Could younger children perform better if we trained them on the strategy that at least some older children appeared to use? If remembering two rules is the problem, younger children should perform well here. If inhibition is the problem, younger children should perform at the same level here as when given two rules to remember.

Gerstadt et al. (1994) also noticed that younger children performed better on those trials on which they took longer to respond. This finding suggested that when younger children took the time they needed, they could succeed. Thus, those younger children who had longer response latencies performed better than other children of the same age who answered more quickly. In addition, most 4-year-olds started out responding correctly and taking a long time to generate each response. Over the course of the 16-trial session, they answered progressively more quickly and progressively got more answers wrong. Thus, within the same child, when the child took longer to respond, the child was more likely to respond correctly. This finding led to our next prediction: Because formulating the response appears to be sufficiently difficult for 4-year-old children that they need several seconds to execute that computation, providing them with more time to respond should improve their performance.

The younger children in the Gerstadt et al. (1994) study increased their speed of responding over the course of the testing session even though they were never rushed, did not know they were being timed, and were given as long as they wanted to respond. It was not obvious, therefore, how we could help children in the present study sustain a slow rate of responding over the 16 test trials. Asking 4-year-olds to wait before responding is a fruitless exercise. So, in order to give them more time to formulate their answers, on each trial after the stimulus was revealed the experimenter sang a little ditty (“Think about the answer, don’t tell me”), after which the child could respond. This increased the time between stimulus presentation and the child’s response, and although it filled that time with a verbal chant, we predicted that more children would succeed because they would have more time to formulate their responses.

The “ditty” condition slowed down testing and increased the duration of the session. To control for the possibility that children might perform better because of the slower pace of testing, we presented another condition, one in which the experimenter sang the same ditty but sang it between trials, just before the stimulus was revealed for the next trial. Here the pace of testing and duration of the testing session were identical to those in the ditty condition, but the extra time was not provided while the children were computing their responses. Of course, the extra time before a trial might allow children to gather their thoughts and remind themselves of the rules of the “game.” However, because the extra time came before they knew which stimulus would be presented, and so could not be used for computing the answer, we predicted that children would not find this condition significantly easier than the standard condition.
In the ditty condition, the stimulus was visible for a longer time than in the other conditions. To keep the stimulus presentation time more equal across conditions, we administered another ditty condition in which the stimulus card was immediately turned over after it was presented and remained facedown while the experimenter sang the ditty. Note that this imposed a delay during which the child had to hold in mind what the stimulus on that trial had been. Here, not only was “reference memory” (Olton & Samuelson, 1976) of the rules pertaining to all trials required, but updating the contents of working memory was also necessary (on each trial the child had to ask himself or herself, “Which stimulus did I see most recently?”). In addition, children had to inhibit the tendency to say what the stimulus really represented. If the extra computation time helped, even in the face of the additional demand on working memory, that would indeed be impressive.

Thus, we administered six variations of the day–night task (the standard condition, dog–pig, say the opposite, ditty, ditty between trials, and ditty + memory) to investigate the effect on task performance of reducing the memory load (say the opposite), reducing the inhibitory demand (dog–pig), and giving children more time to access the right answer and inhibit the wrong answer (ditty, plus its control conditions: ditty between trials and ditty + memory). Each child participated in only one condition.

### Participants

Results for 96 children are reported here: 48 children were 4 years old (24 girls and 24 boys; mean age = 48.3 months), and 48 children were 4½ years old (24 girls and 24 boys; mean age = 55.6 months). Table 1 provides a breakdown of age means and ranges by experimental condition. Past research with the day–night task has shown that the time of the day would significantly affect performance (e.g., Gerstadt et al., 1994). Thus, to look at what might help children having difficulty with the task, as was our goal here, we chose to study children between 4 and 4½ years old. Many studies lump together 4-year-olds and 4½-year-olds, 5-year-olds and 5½-year-olds, and so forth. It has consistently been found, however, that there are important differences between these age groups (e.g., Gerstadt et al., 1994), just as important differences have been found between infants of 7 and 7½ months, 8 and 8½ months, and so forth (e.g., Diamond, 1985). We expected that 4-year-olds would have significantly more difficulty with the day–night task than 4½-year-olds and that the conditions we most expected to help (the dog–pig and ditty conditions) would show a more prominent effect with 4-year-olds because they would have more room for improvement than 4½-year-olds.

Children were recruited from local Boston-area daycare centers, through word of mouth and through a database of parents who had expressed interest in participating in research. Informed consent was obtained from parents of all children, the rights of all study participants were protected, and all children received a present for their participation. All children had been full-term and were healthy. Most were from middle-class homes and of European Caucasian descent. In addition to the 96 children mentioned above, another 6 children who were 4 years of age (3 girls and 3 boys; mean age = 3.9 years) were tested on an earlier version of the dog–pig condition in which the labels the children were to learn were “dog” and “cat.” In addition to the children included in the data analyses, another 7 children (five 4-year-olds and two 4½-year-olds) were tested, but their data were not usable. Three failed to show that they understood what was being asked of them, 3 did not pay attention during testing, and 1 consistently responded before the stimulus was presented and so gave no valid responses. After testing, we discovered that 1 participant had attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; that child’s data were excluded from the analyses as well.

### Materials

The same 16 cards were used for all conditions. The cards were cardboard rectangles (14 cm × 10 cm). The front side of half the cards was black with a yellow moon and several silver stars. The front side of the other eight cards was white with a large bright-yellow sun. The backs of all of the cards were cream-colored.

### Procedure

#### Training phase.

During the training phase preceding testing, the experimenter turned over a black card depicting the moon and stars and instructed the child to say “day” to that card, and then turned over a white card depicting the sun and instructed the child to say “night” when shown that card. The child was also quizzed on what response to give to each card. To pass training, the child had to respond correctly to each card on two consecutive trials within the six allotted training trials. During each training and testing trial for all conditions (except ditty + memory), the stimulus card remained visible directly in front of the child until the child responded. The only responses considered correct were “night” and “day.” All other responses, such as “day” to the white/sun card, “morning,” “sun,” or “supper-time,” were corrected. If a child gave an incorrect response to either card, the experimenter repeated the instructions beginning with the “fragile” rule first (i.e., the rule on which the child had erred).

#### Testing phase.

As soon as a child responded correctly to two training cards in a row, testing began without further repetition of the rules. If a child was incorrect on either of the first two test trials, the experimenter reiterated both rules, the fragile rule first. There was never any feedback, correction, or reiteration of the rules after Trials 1 and 2 regardless of the child’s performance.

If the child had not passed training after six trials, the experimenter began the test trials with a final explanation of both rules before the presentation of the first test card. If the child answered incorrectly on either of the first two test trials after having failed training, the child was considered not to have understood the task, and testing was discontinued. For those children who failed to show understanding of the rules during
training but demonstrated that understanding during the first two test trials, testing was continued without further repetition of the rules or feedback. This applied to only 2 children (one 4-year-old in the standard condition and one 4-year-old in the ditty + memory condition).

The test phase for all conditions consisted of 16 cards and lasted 4–5 min. A trial consisted of the presentation of one card and the child’s response. Cards were presented so that the child could not see anything on the front of the card until the last moment, because seeing the color of the card was sufficient to determine whether it was a white/sun or black/moon card. The experimenter kept the card facedown as he or she moved it toward the child, and only then flipped it over. The intertrial interval (ITI, the time between the end of the child’s response and the beginning of the next trial) was kept constant across trials and conditions except in the ditty-between-trials condition, in which a longer ITI was intended. Eight white/sun cards (S) and 8 black/moon cards (M) were presented in the ditty-between-trials condition, in which a longer ITI was intended. Eight white/sun cards (S) and 8 black/moon cards (M) were presented in the standard condition in all children (S, M, M, S, M, S, S, M, S, M, S, S, M). Never was a child rushed, told he or she was being timed, or asked to respond as quickly as possible. The procedure described so far is the same as the procedure used by Gerstadt et al. (1994).

Procedures specific to the dog–pig condition. The dog–pig condition differed from the standard procedure only in the rules that were taught. Children were instructed to say “dog” to one of the cards and “pig” to the other. Half the children were instructed to say “dog” to the black/moon card and half to say “dog” to the white/sun card.

Procedures specific to the dog–cat condition. The dog–cat condition differed from the standard procedure only in the rules that were taught. Children were instructed to say “dog” to one of the cards and “cat” to the other. Half the children were instructed to say “dog” to the black/moon card and half to say “dog” to the white/sun card. This was an earlier variant of the dog–pig condition that we decided to discontinue for two reasons. One was the concern that the word cat might be associated in some children’s minds with the black/moon scene. The other reason that the term pig was substituted for the word cat is that dog and cat are semantically related, and so we thought it might be easier to retrieve the second rule if only one of the rules was clearly remembered. We thought that two unrelated words such as dog and pig would more clearly require the memory of two separate rules and thus that success here would more definitively show that memory of two separate associations was not the problem.

However, an alternative perspective was suggested to us: that not having a semantic relation between the two words to be remembered might make the task easier and that the dog–pig condition had both a lack of semantic relation between the to-be-remembered items and a lack of relation between those items and the stimuli with which they were paired. In the dog–cat condition, those two features were not confounded, and so to address that concern, we present the results for the dog–cat condition here as well.

Procedures specific to the say-the-opposite condition. This condition differed from the standard condition only in how the instructions were worded. Instead of telling children to say “day” to one card and “night” to the other, children were told to “say the opposite” of what each card represented. It was explained that the black/moon card represented night so that the correct answer upon seeing that card was “day,” and that the white/sun card represented day so that the correct response to that card was “night,” because “this is the opposite game.”

Procedures specific to the ditty condition. The ditty condition differed from the standard condition in that after the training phase was finished, the experimenter said to the child, “We’re going to try some more cards, but now, before you tell me the answer I want you to wait. While you’re waiting, I’m going to sing a little song that goes like this, ‘Think about the answer; don’t tell me.’ Wait to tell me the answer until after I have finished my little song.” If the child answered before the experimenter finished the song, the experimenter said, “Shhh—remember to wait until I finish the song before you give an answer,” and went on to the next card. This rarely happened (3 times over 256 trials [16 trials × 16 children]).

The ditty condition differed from the standard condition in three ways: time to compute the answer, pace of testing / length of a testing session, and amount of time the stimulus was presented. What we were interested in was the effect of giving children more time to compute the answer. Therefore, we tested two control conditions: The ditty-between-trials condition controlled for the pace of testing / length of the testing session, and the ditty + memory condition controlled for stimulus presentation time but introduced an additional memory requirement.

Procedures specific to the ditty-between-trials condition. This condition was administered in the same way as the standard condition except that the ditty was sung before each trial. After the child responded, the experimenter sang the ditty and then the next trial began. The child had no more time to respond to a given card in this condition than in the standard condition, but the duration of the 16-trial session was the same as in the ditty condition.

Procedures specific to the ditty + memory condition. This condition was administered in the same way as the ditty condition except that after the child was shown the card, it was flipped over. Thus, during the time that the experimenter sang the ditty, the face of the card was not visible. The stimulus was visible for as long on each trial here as in the standard condition, but this condition imposed an additional memory demand. The child was not allowed to respond when the face of the card was still visible and so had to remember what he or she had seen until the ditty was over.

Results

A 2 (gender) × 2 (age group: 4 years and 4 1/2 years) × 6 (condition: standard, dog–pig, say the opposite, ditty, ditty between trials, and ditty + memory) analysis of variance was conducted. The dependent variable was the percentage of correct responses. There was a main effect of age; 41/2-year-olds responded correctly significantly more often than did 4-year-olds (4 years, M = 70%; 4 1/2 years, M = 87%), t(1, 72) = 10.99, p < .001. There was also a main effect of condition, F(5, 72) = 5.70, p < .001.

Planned comparisons showed, as predicted, that children performed significantly better in the dog–pig condition than in the standard condition (94% vs. 65%), t(19) = 5.68, p < .001 (this t test is corrected for unequal variances, as are others below where appropriate). Better performance in the dog–pig condition than in the standard condition was seen both in 4-year-olds (92% vs. 53%), t(11) = 7.87, p < .001, and in 4 1/2-year-olds (97% vs. 78%), t(8) = 3.07, p < .02. See Figure 1.

The dog–cat condition was administered only to children 4 years old. Performance in the dog–cat condition was comparable to that in the dog–pig condition (96% vs. 92%) and significantly better than that in the standard condition (96% vs. 65%), t(12) = 8.64, p < .0001.

There was a slight tendency for the 4-year-olds tested in the standard condition to be younger than the 4-year-olds tested in the dog–pig condition. To make sure that the observed difference in performance between the dog–pig and standard conditions was not an artifact of this slight age difference, we compared performance in these two conditions (a) omitting the 2 children in the standard condition who were younger than 4.0 years (92% vs. 49%), t(9) = 8.48, p < .001, (b) omitting the 2 oldest children in the dog–pig condition (92% vs. 53%), t(9) = 6.83, p < .001, and (c) omitting all 4 of those children (92% vs. 49%), t(7) = 7.34, p < .001. Clearly, the robust difference in performance between the
Consistent with our hypothesis that it is the inhibitory demand of the task, rather than the memory demand, that causes children difficulty, when we reduced the memory demand from two rules (say “day” to the black/moon card and “night” to the white/sun card) to one rule (say the opposite of what each card represents), children performed no better. Thus, performance in the say-the-opposite condition was not significantly better than performance in the standard condition overall (70% vs. 65%, ns), among 4-year-olds (63% vs. 53%, ns), or among 4⅓-year-olds (77% vs. 78%, ns).

Adding a delay over which children had to remember the stimulus they had seen last wiped out much of the advantage conferred by the ditty condition. Thus, performance did not differ significantly in the ditty + memory and standard conditions overall (71% vs. 65%, ns), among 4-year-olds (59% vs. 53%, ns), or among 4⅓-year-olds (83% vs. 78%, ns). The performance of 4-year-olds was significantly better in the ditty condition than in the ditty + memory condition (88% vs. 59%), t(10) = 2.35, p < .05. However, among 4⅓-year-olds, performance did not differ significantly in the ditty + memory and ditty conditions (83% vs. 94%, ns). Thus, for 4⅓-year-olds, memory was a more minimal part of the reason they had difficulty with the task, because adding the additional memory demand resulted in their performance being between that in the standard and ditty conditions, significantly different from neither.

There was no significant main effect for gender. However, there was a significant interaction between gender and age, F(1, 72) = 10.11, p < .002. Girls started out performing worse than boys: boys vs. girls, 4 years, F(1, 92) = 6.64, p < .01. This gender difference at 4 years was driven solely by the ditty-between-trials condition. Four-year-old boys and girls performed comparably in every condition except the ditty-between-trials condition, which helped boys a great deal (their percentage of correct responses in that condition was 92%) and which helped girls not at all (their percentage of correct responses there was 44%).

By 4⅓ years, the girls had more than caught up. Indeed, at 4⅓ years, there was a nonsignificant trend for girls to outperform boys: boys vs. girls, 4 years, F(1, 92) = 3.24, p < .08. By 4⅓ years, the girls had essentially mastered our task, performing well in all conditions. Boys, on the other hand, showed no improvement on the task between 4 and 4⅓ years. Thus, the difference in performance between 4 and 4⅓ years was significant for girls (means = 62% and 90%, respectively), F(1, 92) = 19.39, p < .001, but not for boys (means = 79% and 79%; F < 1).

The gender difference at 4 years in the ditty-between-trials condition may have been an accident based on the particular children who happened to have participated in this study. We have never encountered a gender difference before on this task or on any related tasks (such as the tapping or three pegs tasks). However, it may be that young boys, who have a tendency to be more impulsive than girls, can benefit from a manipulation that causes them to slow down whether it occurs after they have seen the stimulus or before. Why the 4-year-old boys could benefit from extra time between trials during which they could gather their thoughts and remind themselves of the rules of the game but the 4-year-old girls could not remains a question that perhaps future studies will be able to answer.

From the videotape records we were able to code response latency for those children for whom we received permission to
videotape (just over half the sessions). We coded the reaction times for the standard, dog–pig, and say-the-opposite conditions. For each of those conditions, we coded no fewer than half the sessions (two sessions of boys and two sessions of girls at each age) and no more than three of the boys’ or three of the girls’ sessions in any condition at any age. Omitted were the two conditions in which a delay had intentionally been inserted between presentation of the stimulus and when the child could respond (ditty and ditty + memory). In addition, too few of the ditty-between-trials sessions were filmed for us to be able to include that condition. These data provide an indication of whether children responded faster in the condition they found easier (the dog–pig condition, in which they responded correctly on more of the trials than in the standard or say-the-opposite conditions) or whether perhaps the children were able to perform better in the dog–pig condition because they took longer to compute their answers.

The results show that 4-year-old children responded slightly more slowly in the dog–pig condition than in the standard condition (reaction times [RTs] = 1.23 and 1.49 s, respectively). However, 4-year-olds responded even more slowly in the say-the-opposite condition (RT = 1.60 s); here their performance was significantly worse than in the dog–pig condition and almost as poor as in the standard condition (see Figure 2). Children 4½ years old, who also performed significantly better in the dog–pig condition than they did in the standard condition, responded faster in the dog–pig condition than in the standard condition (RTs = 1.03 and 1.47 s, respectively) and, like the 4-year-olds, showed the longest response latency in the say-the-opposite condition (RT = 1.58 s; see Figure 2). None of these RTs is anywhere near as long as the roughly 5–6-s RTs seen in the ditty condition, in which the experimenter’s chanting was interposed before the child could respond. The time taken to respond cannot account for the differences in performance observed among the standard, dog–pig, and say-the-opposite conditions.

Replicating Gerstadt et al.’s (1994) finding, we found that 4-year-olds and 4½-year-olds started out responding at a slow rate but speeded up their responses over the course of the 16 trials. This can be seen in the mean RTs over the first four trials and the last four trials (see Figure 3). This is true of all three conditions examined, at both ages, except for 4½-year-olds in the say-the-opposite condition.

**Discussion**

Children 4 and 4½ years of age have difficulty consistently saying “night” to a white/sun card and “day” to a black/moon card. Earlier work from our laboratory had shown that if you change the stimuli to abstract designs (that have no particular words associated with them and hence present no prepotent response to inhibit) but keep the responses the same, even 4-year-olds have no difficulty consistently saying “day” to one stimulus and “night” to the other (Gerstadt et al., 1994). Here we have shown that if you keep the stimuli the same (the white/sun and black/moon cards) but change the responses so that the correct response is not semantically related to the to-be-inhibited response (i.e., saying “dog” or “pig” to a picture of the sun or moon), even children 4 years old succeed easily.¹ What we did not know before from the abstract-design manipulation, but can conclude now from the dog–pig manipulation, is that it is not that children of 4 or 4½ years are unable to inhibit saying what a stimulus represents even if it is a highly representational stimulus with obvious word associations. The problem for children of 4 or 4½ years lies in inhibiting a word that is semantically related to the word they are trying to say.

This finding is consistent with the large literature on associative networks and spreading activation (e.g., J. R. Anderson, 1983a, 1983b; M. C. Anderson & Spellman, 1995; Balota & Duchek, 1989; Neely, 1977). For example, activating the word night also activates the semantically related word day, which is counterproductive for the standard day–night task. In contrast, activating the word dog might also activate words like cat or bone, but those are not words closely associated with a picture of the sun or moon. Similarly, it is not a problem if in trying to activate the word night the word day is also activated if the stimulus is an abstract design that carries no association with the word day. These findings are consistent with those from studies using the directed-forgetting paradigm which demonstrate that children are more likely to recall words they were instructed to forget if those words are semantically related to words they were instructed to remember than if they are unrelated (Dahms & Pope, 1996; Lehman, Sokrowski, Hall, Renkey, & Cruz, 2000).

The present findings are also consistent with those from studies of the classic Stroop task with adults which show that interference decreases and performance improves as the strength of the semantic relation between the to-be-ignored word and the correct response (the color of the ink) decreases (e.g., Dalrymple-Alford, 1972; Klein, 1964; Klopfer, 1996; Stirling, 1979). For example, the possible responses (say, e.g., green, blue, and yellow) are more primed or prepotent than the names of other colors not in the set of eligible responses (say, e.g., red, orange, and violet). One might think of green, blue, and yellow as forming an associative network in this situation over and above the associative links between any color and any other color. Consistent with that reasoning, Klein (1964) found the usual Stroop interference effect when the written word named an eligible color (e.g., green), but the interference effect was much reduced on response-ineligible trials in which the word named a color not in the response set (e.g., red). Similarly, Dalrymple-Alford (1972) showed that the Stroop interference effect was significantly greater for the word blood (which is strongly associated with red) written in green ink and the word grass (strongly associated with green) written in red ink than for the words joy or hand (neither of which have strong color associations) written in green or red ink. The joy–hand condition is perhaps analogous to our dog–pig condition; the correct response

¹ In the standard condition, the responses were both semantically related to the stimuli and semantic opposites of one another. In the dog–pig condition, the responses were not semantically related to the stimuli and not semantic opposites of one another. We know from the abstract-designs condition of Gerstadt et al. (1994) that if the responses are not semantically related to the stimuli (indeed, if the stimuli do not call forth any particular semantic associations) but the stimuli are semantic opposites of one another, children 4 years of age succeed beautifully. They are able to consistently say “day” to one abstract design and “night” to the other. Further, we know from the dog–cat condition administered in the early stages of the present study that even if the stimuli remain the white/sun cards and the black/moon cards, and even if the responses are semantic opposites of one another, as long as the responses are not semantically related to the stimuli, children 4 years of age succeed beautifully.
was not semantically related to the response to be inhibited, although the stimuli do invoke obvious word associations.

The day–night task is sufficiently difficult for young children that it takes them several seconds to compute the answer. Often, they do not take the time they need. The ditty condition shows that when children at least as young as 4 years are forced to take extra time, even if that time is filled with verbal distraction, they can perform well. Similarly, Heberle, Clune, and Kelly (1999) reported that if children 3–4 years old are made to wait before responding on an appearance–reality task, they perform significantly better. Our finding is also consistent with results from a study with a directional Stroop task, in which it was found that given enough time (stimulus presentation times of 2,500 ms), even 4-year-olds could perform the task (Davidson, Cruess, Diamond, O’Craven, & Savoy, 1999). Gerstadt et al. (1994) found that when children 3½–4½ years old took longer to respond on the day–night task, they were more likely to respond correctly. This association between faster responding and poorer performance decreased with age; older children could still respond correctly when they responded rapidly. There is certainly a substantial body of work showing that younger children have slower processing speeds (e.g., Hale, 1990; Kail, 1988, 1991).

It is not the case, however, that children succeeded in the dog–pig condition because they took more time in that condition to compose their responses. Children of 4½ years responded more quickly in the easy dog–pig condition than they did in the harder standard and say-the-opposite conditions. Children of 4 years responded slightly more slowly in the dog–pig condition than in the standard condition, but they responded still more slowly in the say-the-opposite condition, in which they performed as poorly as they did in the standard condition. All of these response times were one half to one third of the response times seen in the ditty condition, in which the experimenter’s little chant was interposed between presentation of the stimulus and the child’s response.

It should be noted that the ditty was not only a potential distraction, it was also a reminder to comply with the rules (“Think about the answer; don’t tell me.”). It is interesting that providing this same reminder before presenting the stimulus had little effect
(as Simpson & Riggs [2000] also found). In future studies it might be of interest to determine if any ditty (even with words unrelated to the task at hand) would be as effective as the ditty condition used here.

What Neural System Might Underlie the Ability to Succeed on the Day–Night Task?

There is considerable evidence that tasks that require holding information in mind while inhibiting a dominant response (as the day–night task does) involve dorso- and ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (e.g., Bunge, Ochsner, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 2001; Cohen, Braver, & O’Reilly, 1996; Diamond, O’Craven, & Savoy, 1998; Roberts & Pennington, 1996). Indeed, patients with prefrontal cortex damage perform poorly on the Stroop task (Perret, 1974). Performance on a task closely analogous to the day–night task, the tapping task (“Tap once when the experimenter taps twice, and tap twice when the experimenter taps once.”), increases activation in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in normal adults in comparison with “Tap once when the experimenter taps once, and tap twice when the experimenter taps twice” (Brass, Zysset, & von Cramon, 2001). On tasks in which participants must (a) continuously monitor a series of stimuli, (b) remember a rule that specifies they should press the response button every time except if a particular condition is met, and (c) inhibit pressing the button when that condition is met, activation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex increases immediately before successful inhibition (Garavan, Ross, & Stein, 2001).

Moreover, aspects of the response patterns across tasks of patients with damage to prefrontal cortex are similar to the response patterns of 4- and 4½-year-old children in the present study. For instance, although it is well established that frontal lobe patients perform poorly on many cognitive tasks, it has also been repeatedly observed that when given more time to respond, they can perform well on those tasks. For example, Corkin (1964) found that frontal lobe patients had longer response times than other patients or controls of the same age and that when given more time to respond, frontal lobe patients were much more likely to respond correctly. Similarly, Swaab, Brown, and Hagoort (1998) reported that patients with Broca’s aphasia could not use context to select the appropriate meaning of a word at short interstimulus intervals but that when these patients were given more time, they did fine. That is, given enough time, they could use context to select the contextually appropriate meaning of ambiguous words. This effect was not due simply to age, because elderly control participants were much more successful at the short interstimulus intervals than were the patients with Broca’s aphasia. Thus, we offer as a hypothesis that the developmental improvement in the ability to perform well on the day–night task even when responding rapidly may be made possible, in part, by maturational changes in prefrontal cortex. Indeed, the generalized improvement in speed of processing with development (Kail, 1991), besides reflecting increased myelination and other changes, may also reflect maturational changes in prefrontal cortex. Better prefrontal functioning makes possible faster and more efficient domain-general processing by reducing signal:noise ratios throughout diverse neural regions (Knight, Hillyard, Woods, & Neville, 1981; Swick & Knight, 1996).

Other neural regions that appear to figure prominently in the circuit that enables people to hold information in mind and inhibit distracting associations or action tendencies are the anterior cingulate cortex (e.g., Banich et al., 2000; Bench et al., 1993; Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000; Carter, Botvinick, & Cohen, 1999; Casey, Cohen, Noll, Forman, & Rapoport, 1993; Pardo, Pardo, Janer, & Raichle, 1990), posterior parietal cortex (e.g., Honey, Bullmore, & Sharma, 2000; Jansma, Ramsey, Coppola, & Kahn, 2000; Smith, Jonides, Marshuetz, & Koepepe, 1998), and the cerebellum (e.g., Awh, Jonides, Smith, Schumacher, Koepepe, & Katz, 1996; Berman et al., 1995; Diamond, 2000; Nagahama et al., 1996).

What Are the Demands of the Day–Night Task That Cause Such Difficulty for Children Roughly 4 Years of Age?

The abstract-designs condition of Gerstadt et al. (1994) demonstrated that the problem for children is not simply holding two rules in mind, because that condition required holding two rules in mind and even the youngest children performed splendidly. Is the problem suppressing a dominant response when it is related to the response that needs to be activated (inhibiting saying what the stimuli really represent when the correct response is to say the opposite), or is the problem the conjunction of having to hold two rules in mind and inhibiting a dominant response that is related to the correct response? That is, is the problem inhibition or memory plus inhibition? From the data at hand one cannot conclusively determine which of these possibilities is correct, but there are indications that even with little or no demand on memory, 4-year-olds have difficulty inhibiting a prepotent response.

Reducing the number of rules from two lower level rules to one higher order rule (“say the opposite”) did not aid children’s performance, which is consistent with the inhibitory requirement being the main source of difficulty. It is also consistent with interpretations that children younger than 4 years cannot fully grasp an abstract hierarchical rule (e.g., Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998; Zelazo & Frye, 1997), so that although such a rule was taught to our children, the 4-year-olds might not have understood it. If they did not understand the abstract rule instruction, however, worse performance might have been expected in the say-the-opposite condition than in any other condition, and that was not found. Conclusions about the lack of effect of the say-the-opposite condition should be tempered by the possibility that had the children been given more extensive training on the concept of saying the opposite, perhaps they might have been able to perform better in that condition.

Simpson and Riggs (2000) administered the day–night task to children but changed the procedure in one respect—they gave feedback that reminded the children of the rules on every trial. They found comparably poor performance in the young children. Those results provide further evidence that minimizing the memory requirement does not help children perform better on the task and that the inhibitory demand is the critical element.

The Simpson and Riggs (2000) results are consistent with the many examples showing that while children younger than 4 years of age remember what the correct response is, and can say it, they are unable to inhibit a contrary prepotent response. For example, Tikhomirov (1978) told children to squeeze a bulb when a red light came on and not to squeeze the bulb when a green light came on.
Children 3–4 years old could repeat back the instructions correctly, indicating that they remembered them, but they failed the task because they could not inhibit responding on the no-go trials. Livesey and Morgan (1991) obtained exactly comparable results with a different go/no-go task. By the time children are about 5 years old, they succeed on such go/no-go tasks (Livesey, n.d.; Livesey & Morgan, 1991; Miller, Shelton, & Flavell, 1970).

Similarly, on Zelazo’s card sort task (Zelazo et al., 1996; Zelazo, Frye, Reznick, Schuster, & Argitis, 1995, cited in Zelazo & Jacques, 1997), in which children are to sort a deck of cards first by color or shape and then by the other dimension, the problem appears to be one of inhibition. Children 3–4 years old sort correctly according to the first dimension (whether it is color or shape), but when the dimension changes, they cannot inhibit continuing to regard the stimuli in terms of the first dimension and continuing to sort by that dimension (a) even though they can correctly tell you what the new dimension is and what the rules for sorting by that dimension are and (b) even if they are reminded of the new dimension and its rules on each trial before they respond (Kirkham et al., 2000; Zelazo et al., 1996).

Besides these results showing inhibitory errors in conditions that reduced the memory demand or that tried to make sure the children’s memory was accurate, we found that increasing the memory demand (in the ditty + memory condition) did not impair the performance of 4½-year-olds. However, it did significantly mitigate the beneficial effect of having more time to respond for 4-year-olds. Thus, holding two rules in mind plus remembering which stimulus one saw last plus inhibiting a dominant response appears to be too difficult for 4-year-olds even if they are given more time.

Inhibitory abilities undergo an extremely slow, protracted developmental progression, not reaching full maturity until early adulthood (Diamond, 2002). Thus, for example, in the directed forgetting paradigm (in which participants are directed to forget some words they are shown and to remember others), even 11-year-olds show more intrusions of the to-be-for gotten words than do adults (e.g., Harnishfeger & Pope, 1996; Lehman et al., 2000). Similarly, on the “anti-saccade” task (in which participants are instructed to look away in the opposite direction from a visual stimulus, suppressing the tendency to reflexively look at [saccade to] the stimulus), performance improves continuously from early childhood through 20–25 years of age (Fischer, Biscaldi, & Gezeck, 1997; Luna et al., 2001; Munoz, Broughton, Goldring, & Armstrong, 1998). With memory demand held constant, children show a long developmental progression from 4 to 14 years of age in the ability to inhibit the prepotent tendency to respond on the side where a stimulus appears, rather than the opposite side, and even 14-year-olds are not yet at adult levels (Davidson et al., 1999).

In conclusion, the dog–pig condition refines our understanding of the inhibitory demands of the day–night task and of the inhibitory abilities of young children. Children at least as young as 4 years can inhibit saying what a stimulus represents even when they also have to hold two rules in mind (e.g., they can say “dog” to the white/sun card and “pig” to the black/moon card, and they can keep that up accurately over 16 trials). The relation between the response to be activated and the response to be suppressed is key. What children of 4, or even 4½, years are unable to do consistently is inhibit saying what a stimulus represents if the correct response is semantically related to, and directly opposite of, the to-be-inhibited response. This inability to inhibit occurs even if the children need hold only one rule in mind (as in the say-the-opposite condition). To a large extent, even very young children know what the correct responses are on the day–night task: Their problem lies in getting the responses they make to reflect the knowledge they have; when forced to take more time before they answer, they can answer correctly.
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